How to submit Double 11 order
DOUBLE‐11 is coming soon at November 11, 2022, how you want to submit DOUBLE‐11 orders to
Askmebuy and ask them to follow up on the same day?
First, you have to know that not all products participate DOUBLE‐11 promotion, but if it is not, you can
also ask us to follow up your order in November 11, 2022 (perhaps discount price is available for that
day).
When you wish to purchase Taobao or Tmall goods, if the goods are involved in DOUBLE‐11 special
promotions, product price on Taobao or Tmall will display these.

Image similar to the above indicates that the goods will be involved in DOUBLE‐11 promotion, this
offer is also limited to that day only, it is effective if submit order and successfully made payment in
Taobao and Tmall on that day.
Since we are follow up the orders has been paid in ascending sequence, that means if customer A
made payment first we will follow up customer A's order first, so if you submit new orders and pay us
in the DOUBLE‐11 day (November 11, 2022), we may need a little time to follow up your order. (Of
course we will try to follow up all orders on the same day).
To reduce process time for the goods you wanted to purchase which already sold out and we cannot
purchase for you, we have some of the following tips and arrangements:
1. We accept DOUBLE‐11 orders after 2022‐Oct‐31 until 2022‐Nov‐11 3pm will automatics end
of the services charges promotion and we promise will complete follow up on November 11,
2022. You may adjust the item price during submit order or you do not have to worry about
special price and need to wait until special price updated on that day, this may lead to
insufficient time to follow up your order on the same day because we have a lot of orders to be
processed on that day. So you can make orders before DOUBLE‐11 by using original price first.
If the price is relatively low on DOUBLE‐11, we will submit directly to the seller and will modify
your order amount, extra payment will automatic return in your Askmebuy account balance.
2. If the total amount you wanted to purchase fulfilled seller's DOUBLE‐11 discount coupon,
before you submit the order, you can inform our online customer services to help you redeem
the coupon for you and then you remarks "DOUBLE‐11 coupon discount RMBxxx " in the order,
of course, you need to modify the product price by yourself and then add to cart.
3. You can also remark in order if the item color out of stock, we can order another color to place
replace it, which can make us process your order faster.

Only 1 step to tell us you like to enjoy this promotion like below:
1. First, you need to view your shopping cart
You will see a red frame below, if you want us purchase this product on double eleven you can
click ” I Want Place Order At 2022-Nov-01-03 & 2022-Nov-11”, and then click review order, like
below.
**** This box will auto appear after 2022‐Nov‐01 00:00:00 and auto disappear after 2022‐Nov‐
11 15:00:00 ****

Or mobile version

You will see a red box, if you wish like us help you order at 2022-Nov-11, you have to tick that
box and review the order and submit order.
Must pay attention to the following two points:
A) The end of this event is 2022-11-11 3 pm, after 3 pm submit new order will not enjoy
SERVICES CHARGES discount.
B) If you no tick/check “I Want Place Order At 2022-Nov-01-03 & 2022-Nov-11” system will not
SERVICES CHARGES discount
2. When you submit this order, this picture will also present in the order's content.

